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Even the hardest heart can be softened by love ... Cassandra Zerek is a true innocent in a wild anddangerous place -but her indomitable spirit and gentle soul make her stronger than anyone suspects. The owner of a Colorado mining
empire, Luke Taggart's wealth and position can buy him anything, yet he has grown bored with a life of saloons,
gambling, and loose women. Nothing soothes his restless inner yearning -- until he spies Cassandra, as fresh and pure
as a spring morning, and vows he will possess her. The radiant, charmingly naïve youngbeauty seems blind to the depth
of Luke's desire or the lengths he is willing to go to seduce her. But the lady is wise, with an unwavering faith in the
magical powers of love. And she's determined to awaken the good man hiding in Luke's tormented heart, for only one
precious giftwill truly win her: his deep, passionate, and unsullied love.
Where are all the real men? she wondered... For Lady Diana Davenport, they existed only in her books and dreams.
There she could lose herself, becoming the licentious Diana, goddess of the hunt--far from the rigid restraints of
eighteenth-century London, where she was courted by fops and fools. That is, until she tried on an authentic Roman
helmet in an antiques store and was catapulted back in time, landing in Marcus Magnus's arms. This was no dream! She
was lost in Aquae Sulis, the city she knew as Bath, prisoner of a Roman general who accused the violet-eyed beauty of
being a Druid spy--and then made her his slave! "COME TO ME." His words were soft, imperious, charged with danger
and desire. Marcus Magnus was powerful, arrogant, and infuriating. A real man. And now Lady Diana was his slave,
hostage to his will, vowing to fight him to the end--with every seductive weapon she possessed.... Virginia Henley is the
author of eight romances published by Dell, including the New York Times bestsellers Seduced and Desired. She divides
her time between Ontario, Canada, and St. Petersburg, Florida.
Determined to find out if Viscount Radcliffe is the man responsible for her brother's murder, Liza Elliot poses as a maid in
the house of the notorious Viscount Radcliffe and finds herself falling for the cold-blooded aristocrat.
Heartstoppingly romantic and filled with the vivid period details that bring an era to life, Suzanne Robinson’s captivating
novels have made her one of the reigning stars of historical romance. In this enticing love story, a willful beauty and a
vengeful knight cross swords. The day he was banished from England, his fellow knights thought they’d seen the last of
Gray de Valence. But the ruthless, emerald-eyed warrior had done more than survive in a world of barbaric dangers,
he’d triumphed. Now, eager to pay back his betrayers, de Valence has come home only to find his plans threatened, not
by another man but by a volatile, unpredictable, ravishingly beautiful woman. Vowing her own brand of vengeance
against the high-handed, impossibly handsome knight, Juliana Welles will do her best to thwart him, to tempt and taunt
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him . . . until all Gray sees—and all he wants—is her. Yet when a ruthless enemy puts their lives in peril, the fearless knight
will have to choose between his perfect revenge and the passion of a lifetime.
Heartstoppingly romantic, dangerously sensual, and filled with the vivid details that bring an era to life, Suzanne
Robinson's captivating novels have made her one of the reigning stars of historical romance. In this spellbinding love
story Suzanne Robinson offers one of her most unforgettable heroes ever . . . The ladies of the palace called Nora
Becket “mouse.” But beneath her shy, artless ways hid the heart of a lioness. A daring spy in Queen Mary's court, she
risked her life to rescue the innocent from a terrible fate. Yet it was Nora who needed rescuing when cutthroats attacked
her—and when Christian de Rivers, a lusty, sword-wielding rogue, swept her out of harm's way . . . and into his arms. As
magnificent and mesermizing as a hawk, Christian both frightened and excited Nora, even as he pursued her with a
single-minded passion that left her longing to be caught. Yet soon she would discover that she had reason to be
frightened. For the dashing nobleman had his own secrets to keep, his own enemies to rout—and his own brand of
vengeance for a wide-eyed beauty whom he loved only too well. . . .
In two classic tales of Regency-era romance from "New York Times"-bestselling author Balogh, the vagaries of love have
a way of challenging the most convenient arrangements. Reissue.
Bestselling author Suzanne Robinson takes readers back to the days of the Civil War, as passions run high and even a
proper British lady cannot resist the pull of history—or the rugged charms of a Union spy. Visiting friends in Mississippi,
Lady Eva Sparrow hopes to escape the tedium of London society’s social calendar. Instead she is appalled by the
slavery she finds in the South. Though she is a British citizen, her heart demands that she do something to improve the
slaves’ lot. But little does the lady imagine that she possesses the tools for espionage, the influence to turn the tide of a
Confederate plot, and the courage to root out a rebel assassin. Texan Ryder Drake works for President Lincoln, setting
up a network of spies across the Confederacy. Seeking Britain’s support, Ryder is introduced to Lady Eva, who has
powerful political connections in London. Unwilling to trust the fate of the Union to a silly socialite, he dismisses the lovely
lady—until her sharp wit and intelligence win him over . . . head and heart. And though Eva is no innocent, just one
dangerous glance from Ryder sets her pulse racing—and readies her spirit to risk everything to help him infiltrate
society’s highest circles.
From the highly acclaimed author of "The Treasure Keeper" and "Queen of Dragons" comes this mesmerizing new novel
of the drakon, a supersensual race of shapeshifters whose world exists side by side with our own.
As war and treachery loom, an ambitious man’s mission threatens to topple two dazzling realms and their formidable rulers:
Catherine de Medici, the Dark Queen, and Ariane, the Lady of Faire Isle. It is 1588, and as the Spanish Armada prepares to
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besiege England, Paris balances on the brink of revolution. To maintain her grip on the throne and on the dark magic that has
become her obsession, Catherine de Medici turns to Louis Xavier, a ruthless corsair who was schooled in the dark arts and has
mastered piracy along the Spanish main. But Louis’s basest instincts are held in check by the kindness of Lady Jane Danvers, a
British exile whose innate sense of honor is but one facet of her complex and passionate nature. On Faire Isle, Ariane Cheney,
unaware of the escalating threat from the Dark Queen, struggles with the task of protecting the daughters of the earth and their
vast store of ancient magical wisdom. Weak and desperate for an advantage, the ailing Catherine makes a devil’s bargain that will
cast a shadow over all.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson delivers a powerful historical romance, starring a woman of mystery—and the
enemy who could be her one true love… Tara’s life is shrouded in secrets. All she knows is that her past is somehow entwined with
a dark emerald—the jewel identifying the lost heir to Tower Twyll. Banished from Twyll by his brutal half brother, Rhys has carved
out a new life as the Outlaw. But then he captures a raven-haired beauty who not only inflames his desire, but carries the
legendary jewel that threatens his very quest for revenge. From the first, the infamous criminal stokes a passion seductive yet
frightening in Tara. For if she is the true heir to Twyll, then she is the sworn enemy of the man who has captured her heart…
When London's most skilled pickpocket, Emily Fox, finds the treasure hidden on Valin North's estate, she disguises herself as a
debutante entering the social scene, but she is instantly captivated by a powerful, sensual nobleman. Original.
In this passionate love story, a beauty from the American frontier confronts a devilishly attractive nobleman. “An author with star
quality . . . spectacularly talented.”—Romantic Times After she braved the perils of the wild frontier, there wasn’t a man alive that
Kate couldn’t handle—or so the reckless spitfire thought—until she found herself on British soil and in the presence of the devilishly
disturbing Marquess of Richfield. Dangerously attractive, mysteriously tormented, he ignored her, disarmed her, enticed her. But
Alexis had too many women in his life, and Kate vowed she’d never be just one more. . . . To Lord Alexis de Granville, women
were for solace, to be used as they had always used him. Yet the lovely Katherine Grey refused to play the game. One moment
she scandalized him with her brash American manners, the next she seduced him with her lush lips and flame-colored hair. Worst
of all, the tempestuous wench touched his faithless heart. Now, in a castle beset by treachery, Alexis will do anything, fight
anyone, to make her want him as much as he needs her. . . .
They're rebels, scoundrels, and blackguards-dark, dashing men on the wrong side of the law. But for the women who love them, a
hint of danger only makes the heart beat faster... A scandalous proposal. Christopher Argent lives in the shadows as the empire's
most elite assassin. Emotion is something he tossed away years ago, making him one of the most clear-eyed, cold-hearted,
wealthiest, and therefore untouchable men in London. But when his latest target turns out to be London's own darling, Millicent
LeCour, Christopher's whole world is turned upside down. Overwhelmed by her stunning combination of seduction and innocence,
Christopher cannot complete the mission. She has made him feel again. Now, he will do anything to save her life, so that he can
claim her as his own... A perilous passion... When Millie learns what Christopher was hired to do, she is torn between the fear in
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her heart and the fire in her soul. Putting herself in this notorious hunter's arms may be her only path to safety-even if doing so
could be the deadliest mistake she's ever made. But how can she resist him? As the heat between her and Christopher burns out
of control, danger lurks in the shadows. Is their desire worth the risk? Only the enemy knows what fate has in store...
A stunning historical romance from debut author Sandra Lake transports readers to 12th century Sweden, where a powerful Viking
lord will discover a fierce heart cannot be taken by mere force. Lida was married to the love of her life for just two months when
she became a widow. Pregnant and disowned by her late husband’s family for suspected infidelity, she was forced to return to her
family in shame. Eight years later, uninterested in the prospect of finding another husband, she finds herself the unwilling object of
a marriage contract with a powerful warlord. In a day, she is wed, bed, and put on a ship headed for Tronscar; an unknown icy
stone and steel fortress. Jarl Magnus is pleased to have taken a strong wife who, however stubborn she may be, will surely
produce sons. However, he is less pleased with his wife’s additional baggage—a young daughter. But despite himself, Magnus
falls for the daughter just as hard as the mother, and Lida’s heart is warmed to see the cold, serious Jarl move surprisingly fast
into the role of stepfather. When enemies attack Tronscar, Jarl Magnus’s nerves of steel waver, as the warrior fears his love for
Lida will weaken him. But when his family is threatened, he’ll go to war to protect them, discovering along the way that they have
the strength to protect themselves. “With compelling characters and a clever plot, The Warlord’s Wife will appeal to readers
obsessed with TV’s Vikings, and who miss the classic Viking romances of Catherine Coulter or Johanna Lindsey.”—Heroes and
Heartbreakers “Lake’s debut historical romance is sure to appeal to those who enjoy spirited heroines, grumpy alpha heroes, and
a slow sweet journey to everlasting love.”—Smexy Books “Man, this was a fun book! … I cut my teeth on Johanna Lindsey, and this
book reminded me so much of those experiences.”—Dear Author Sandra Lake lives with her husband and son in Quebec, Canada.
The Warlord’s Wife is her debut novel.
The heather-scented hills of the Scottish highlands come to life in a mesmerizing novel about a wickedly disturbing man who
transforms a hardheaded businesswoman into a willing slave of passion.
Four all-new hot tales of yore, by the queens of erotic fiction. USA Today bestselling author Robin Schone shares a tale of a man
and a woman in a notorious club, who learn how very dangerous desires of the flesh can be. Claudia Dain heats up this collection
with the story of two voyeuristic young courtesans who might just take part in a very public seduction at the theatre. Allyson James
has a card-playing, cunning widower and a desperate young widow learn that passion is the ultimate wild card. And finally, Shiloh
Walker introduces a short story of a woman saved by a shapeshifter. Now, if only she could think of a way to repay him? Rarely
does such blush-worthy, heated erotica exist-and almost never all in one book.

This poignant and heartbreaking novel explores the power of resilience, the gift of friendship, and the divine beauty to be
found in the big, bright world—if only we’re willing to look. Pennsylvania, 1940s. The only life Brighton Friedrich has ever
known is the one she has endured within the dreary walls of Riverside Home—the rural asylum where she was born. A
nurse, Joann, has educated and raised Brighton, whose mother is a patient at the hospital. But Joann has also kept vital
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information from Brighton—secrets that if ever revealed would illuminate Brighton’s troubling past and the circumstances
that confine her to Riverside. Brighton’s best friend is a boy she calls Angel, and as they grow up together and face the
bleak future that awaits them, they determine to make a daring escape. Nothing can prepare Brighton and Angel for life
beyond Riverside’s walls. They have no legal identities, very little money, and only a few leads toward a safe place to
land. As they struggle to survive in a world they’ve never seen before, they must rely on each other and the kindness of
strangers—some of whom may prove more dangerous than the asylum they’ve fled. Narrated in Elizabeth Byler Yount’s
gorgeous style, The Bright Unknown is a sparkling search for answers, family, and a place to call home. Praise for The
Bright Unknown: “With prose that is luminous and lyrical, The Bright Unknown is a compelling read from the first page to
the last.” —Susan Meissner, bestselling author of The Last Year of the War
Although she is accustomed to men who judge her by her looks, Oriel Richmond is furious when she overhears the dark
and roguish Blade Fitzstephen describing her in less than flattering terms.
At long last, Elizabeth Elliott—the bestselling author of The Warlord and Scoundrel—returns with a medieval romance that
will take readers’ breath away. Thief, assassin, and master of disguise, Dante Chiavari is the most feared mercenary of
England’s King Edward. On one last assignment, Dante must play the part of a chivalrous knight to steal Avalene de
Forshay from her family and thwart the ruthless Faulke Segrave, who would wed Avalene and use her to spark war
between Wales and the crown. Upon seeing the beautiful and innocent young maiden, however, the mercenary suddenly
finds himself at the mercy of his own intense desire. When Avalene meets the handsome knight she knows only as Sir
Percival, he sweeps her off her feet even as he spirits her away from Coleway Castle. Their escape is wrought with risks
and perils, but Avalene will find that the greatest danger lies in losing her heart. And after the truth is revealed, Avalene
fears that she may never again be able to trust the dark knight who has come to mean more to her than life itself.
Only one woman could win the...Heart of the Falcon. All her life, raven-haired Anqet had basked in the tranquility of
Nefer...until the day her father died and her uncle descended upon the estate, hungry for her land, hungry for her.
Desperate to escape his cruel obsession, she fled. But now, masquerading as a commoner in the magnificent city of
Thebes, Anqet faces a new danger. Mysterious and seductive, Count Seth seems to be a soldier loyal to the pharaoh.
Yet soon Anqet will find that he's drawn her into a web of treachery and desire, where one false move could end her life...
and his fiery passion could brand her soul forever. Set against the glorious opulence of the pharaoh's court, this is a
breathtaking tale, rich with pageantry and aflame with unforgettable romance.
A magical bottle brings happiness to those who find it in a mystical collection of love stories that includes "Wishful
Thinking" by Jane Feather, "The Blackmoor Devil" by Patricia Coughlin, and tales by Sharon and Tom Curtis, Elizabeth
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Elliott, Patricia Potter, and Suzanne Robinson. Original.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will
greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the finest and most important collections of historic
American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Shana Abé has entranced countless readers with her passion-filled novels of adventure, intrigue, and romance. Now the
author of The Secret Swan delivers a gift from the sea: three hauntingly beautiful tales connected by a legend, a locket,
and a love beyond time. 531 a.d.: The tiny island of Kell is said to be enchanted, inhabited by an extraordinary creature
who comforts shipwrecked sailors passing into the next world. Prince Aedan of the Isles believes in no such
nonsense—until he awakens on Kell itself and meets the sensuous siren who rescued him from the sea. 1721: Ronan
MacMhuirich, Earl of Kell, is the target of an unlikely assassin: Leila, a mysterious woman from an exotic land. But his
irresistibly beautiful would-be slayer is in just as much danger as Ronan when she falls for this man with a magic of his
own. 2004: What do you do when you inherit a Scottish island you never knew existed—and find yourself pursued by a
handsome stranger who wants to buy it from you? That’s what happens to Ruri Kell when she accepts Iain MacInnes’s
invitation to visit her birthright, and listens to a proposition as sinfully tempting as everything else about him. Three
seductive love stories, three passionate couples, all linked by one of the most romantic myths of all.
“A writer with . . . vision and scope . . . breathtaking, shimmering prose.”—Anne Rice The armies of Charlemagne are
poised to conquer Italy. The human side of shapeshifter Maeniel owes allegiance to Charlemagne. But the wolf
acknowledges no master. Still, it is as both wolf and man that he embarks on a hazardous mission for the emperor.
Captured, Maeniel is condemned to death. Now, with the help of a Saxon warrior whose love poses dangers of its own,
Maeniel’s soul mate, Regeane, will brave the icy crags and crevices of the Alps to rescue her husband, only to find that
he is the bait in a trap set for her by a villainous man from her darkest past. But there is another enemy at work. Behind
the tangle of ambitions and animosities driving kings and commoners alike, an ancient evil thirsts for a revenge of its
own: a revenge that demands the blood of Maeniel and Regeane…and of all humanity. “Action and intrigue-filled . . .
Borchardt’s strength . . . is her deeply researched setting, which brings alive the barbaric era after the fall of the Roman
Empire.”—Publishers Weekly
The search for Queen Nefertiti’s killer brings terror and treachery to the pharaoh’s investigator in this “marvelous series”
(Historical Novel Society). Lord Meren, protector of the pharaoh Tutankhamun, is convinced the boy king’s stepmother, Queen
Nefertiti, didn’t die of the plague as others believe, but was instead poisoned. As Meren journeys around Egypt to gather clues,
visiting the lush countryside and tombs of the dead, his investigation will lead him to a treacherous—and lethal—conspiracy . . .
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“With a seamless blend of fact and fiction, the author makes ancient places and historical figures seem extraordinarily real. A
compelling story does the rest to keep the reader hooked.” —Publishers Weekly “A lushly detailed [and] fascinating series.” —The
New York Times Book Review
A pioneering neuroscientist argues that we are more than our brains To many, the brain is the seat of personal identity and
autonomy. But the way we talk about the brain is often rooted more in mystical conceptions of the soul than in scientific fact. This
blinds us to the physical realities of mental function. We ignore bodily influences on our psychology, from chemicals in the blood to
bacteria in the gut, and overlook the ways that the environment affects our behavior, via factors varying from subconscious sights
and sounds to the weather. As a result, we alternately overestimate our capacity for free will or equate brains to inorganic
machines like computers. But a brain is neither a soul nor an electrical network: it is a bodily organ, and it cannot be separated
from its surroundings. Our selves aren't just inside our heads--they're spread throughout our bodies and beyond. Only once we
come to terms with this can we grasp the true nature of our humanity.
Determined to pay back Mary Queen of Scots for her kindness, Thea Hunt journeys to Scotland to warn the queen not to enter into
a treacherous marriage but finds herself chased down by a golden-haired highwayman.
When Valentina's true lineage becomes suspect, she leaves the illustrious Elizabethan Court where she has grown up and travels
to the Middle East in search of her sultan father and finds her one true love
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Alice Network and The Rose Code comes the continuing saga of the ruthless
Borgia family that holds all of Rome in its grasp, and the three outsiders thrust into their twisted web of blood and deceit… As the
cherished concubine of the Borgia Pope Alexander VI, Giulia Farnese has Rome at her feet. But after narrowly escaping a sinister
captor, she realizes that the danger she faces is far from over—and now, it threatens from within. The Holy City of Rome is still
under Alexander’s thrall, but enemies of the Borgias are starting to circle. In need of trusted allies, Giulia turns to her sharptongued bodyguard, Leonello, and her fiery cook and confidante, Carmelina. Caught in the deadly world of the Renaissance’s
most notorious family, Giulia, Leonello, and Carmelina must decide if they will flee the dangerous dream of power. But as the
shadows of murder and corruption rise through the Vatican, they must learn who to trust when every face wears a mask…
A story of passion and heartache. A story of a way of life that will long be remembered - with people and places as real as the
emotions of the heart. Eager to begin her first teaching position, lovely Linnea Brandonberg stepped off the train looking as grown
up and worldy as her eighteen years would allow. The golden fields and fragrant wheat of Alamo, North Dakota, were as new and
different as the Westgaard family with whom she would live. Farm life in 1917 was hard and bitter - but tiny, spirited Linnea was
determined to brave its challenges. And as World War I threatened to take those she held dear, Linnea grew to womanhood in the
arms of Teddy Westgaard, a man who thought he'd never find love.
Victorian high society's most daring equestrienne finds love and an unexpected ally in her fight for independence in the strong
arms of London's most sought after and devastatingly handsome half-Indian tailor. Evelyn Maltravers understands exactly how
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little she's worth on the marriage mart. As an incurable bluestocking from a family tumbling swiftly toward ruin, she knows she'll
never make a match in a ballroom. Her only hope is to distinguish herself by making the biggest splash in the one sphere she
excels: on horseback. In haute couture. But to truly capture London's attention she'll need a habit-maker who's not afraid to take
risks with his designs--and with his heart. Half-Indian tailor Ahmad Malik has always had a talent for making women beautiful,
inching his way toward recognition by designing riding habits for Rotten Row's infamous Pretty Horsebreakers--but no one
compares to Evelyn. Her unbridled spirit enchants him, awakening a depth of feeling he never thought possible. But pushing
boundaries comes at a cost and not everyone is pleased to welcome Evelyn and Ahmad into fashionable society. With obstacles
spanning between them, the indomitable pair must decide which hurdles they can jump and what matters most: making their mark
or following their hearts?
There’s never been a better time to discover the novels behind the blockbuster Starz original series Outlander. Blending rich
historical fiction with riveting adventure and a truly epic love story, here are the first four books of Diana Gabaldon’s New York
Times bestselling saga that introduced the world to the brilliant Claire Randall and valiant Highlander Jamie Fraser: OUTLANDER
DRAGONFLY IN AMBER VOYAGER DRUMS OF AUTUMN Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat
nurse, is just back from the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when she walks through a standing stone
in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and
raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may
shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, her only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young
Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between two very different men, in
two irreconcilable lives. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander novels “Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . .
perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle, on Outlander “History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily
News, on Outlander “Gabaldon is a born storyteller. . . . The pages practically turn themselves.”—The Arizona Republic, on
Dragonfly in Amber “Triumphant . . . Her use of historical detail and a truly adult love story confirm Gabaldon as a superior
writer.”—Publishers Weekly, on Voyager “Unforgettable characters . . . richly embroidered with historical detail.”—The Cincinnati
Post, on Drums of Autumn
Ruling her family lands with an iron hand after the death of her father, Isabelle of Langston meets her match in Hugh Fauconier,
the Saxon heir to Langston Keep who has been made her husband by order of the king. Reprint.
In 1461, Alix Givet, the daughter of Queen Margaret's physician, is forced into a loveless marriage with a Northumbrian baron's
cruel son. When he unexpectedly dies, she flees over the border into Scotland, and into the mercy of a brooding laird. If she can
warm his cold heart, it might provide the everlasting love of her dreams!
Sweeping us into glittering, intrigue-riddled Elizabethan England, bringing to vivid life an actual heroine in the queen's court, New
York Times bestselling author Virginia Henley blends rich historical detail with sumptuous romance in her latest novel--a dazzling
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feast of romantic fiction.... Young Bess Hardwick knew that the only way to escape a commoner's life was to serve in a noble
family and marry well. So the headstrong beauty set out for London and the Tudor court, the arena for the richest, most ambitious
men, none more powerful than the four men who would claim her. None more dangerous than Princess Elizabeth, who made Bess
friend, confidante, then lady-in-waiting in her own glittering court... Dangerously seductive, William Cavendish, the king's dashing
financial adviser, vowed to have Bess at any cost. Frail, adoring Robert Barlow offered a marriage she couldn't refuse. Newly
crowned Queen Elizabeth bade her marry courtly Sir William St. Loe. But reckless passion drove Bess into the arms of George
Talbot, the devastating Earl of Shrewsbury, whose wicked daring ignited in Bess the passion of a lifetime--even as it sparked the
jealous interest of the most perilous ally of all: the Virgin Queen....
They call him the Hound of Hell.... Lord Roland Strathmore has been ordered by the king to find and capture Lady Kyla Warwick, a
noblewoman running from rumors of scandal and murder. One of England's fiercest warriors, Strathmore is torn between his
loyalty to the king and his pledge to the elusive woman he has never met. For Strathmore was once betrothed to the fiery Lady
Kyla--until her family's fall from grace halted plans for their union. When Kyla is seized by Strathmore, she vows to seek
vengeance against the man she considers a traitor. But she's surprised when her hatred for her newfound enemy is matched by a
powerful attraction--a temptation at odds with her desire to reclaim her freedom. Fueled by his own unspoken passion, Strathmore
is willing to risk everything to help his beautiful captive discover the truth about her shocking past--even if only the most desperate
act will save her from further ruin...or perhaps even death.
Lord Artos is on a historic quest - to search out the finest black horses ever known to man. He has vowed to drive the invading
Saxons out of Britain, and he needs big, strong, powerful horses to carry his army into battle. Galwyn, a young Roman-Celt, leaps
at the chance to accompany the group, little guessing the adventure ahead of him - or the price he will have to pay for his loyalty...
Complete in one breathtaking volume — Books One and Two of an unforgettable historical romance series by an exciting new
author They were two Viking lords, the brothers Wolf and Dragon, bound both by blood and by a shared ambition to end the war
with their lifelong enemies, the Saxons. They know that their only hope for peace is to persuade the Saxon Lord Hawk to unite his
noble family with theirs — in a bond sealed forever by the sanctity of marriage. Together these three men will strive to overcome
centuries-old rivalries and hatred. Each will unite in marriage with an extraordinary woman who has her own special gift — and her
own dreams of bringing about an end to war.... Book One In Dream of Me we meet the Viking leader Wolf Hakonson as he
embarks on a mission to kidnap the Lady Cymbra, a legendary beauty Wolf mistakenly believes is the cause of war. Instead he
discovers that she is a gifted healer who will challenge him to confront his deepest yearnings — and together they will become soul
mates who forge a future blessed by peace. Book Two The drama continues in Believe in Me, when the Saxon Lord Hawk, brother
of Cymbra, seeks to strengthen the alliance by wedding a Norse noblewoman. But Lady Krysta arrives bearing many secrets —
including her gift for seeing what others cannot. And as an unexpected love ignites, only Krysta can sense the looming danger that
threatens the peace — and Hawk as well. Now, discover Josie Litton....
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Lady GallantFanfare
A daring spy in Queen Mary's court, Lady Eleanora Becket risks her life to rescue the innocent from a terrible fate. During an
attack by a band of cutthroats, Nora is rescued by Christian de Rivers, a sword-wielding rogue who sweeps her into his arms.
"Sure to captivate . . . reader(s) of historical romance". --Dallas Times-Herald
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